FRESHMAN SIXTEENTH TO FACE ANOTHER TEAM

Tonight the freshman sixteenth will open its season by invading the boisterous Tech at noon. In spite of the fact that the Tech has lost its last three games, the team appears to be well prepared to start the year with a victory over its strong opponents.

During yesterday's practice, the team showed a decided edge over the Tech. The team is expected to start with a victory against the young Terriers. The game will start at 1:15 p.m. with the Tech.

The traditional saying, "beautiful but dumb," has been broken down by Dr. Vaughan in his recent psychology textbook. Dr. Vaughan writes: "In a just world, beautiful women should be stupid but experimenters come to admit that men and brains tend to go together.

At Grinnell College, at the request of the student body, a new grading system has been instituted. The students are graded only as "satisfactory," "passing," and "failure." Such a system will certainly go a long way toward alleviating the present prevalent inadequate alphabetical method of grading. It may, with just cause, do away with our present grade grilling craze.
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BEAVER BRAWN

Jack Smithers, Technology's most successful professional player, and coach of the Tech, has not given an animal name to his team. Into the final of the national pro game in New York this afternoon, a door opened in the quarter-final match against Tech, a young pro, but Jack came out of the match with a big finish. The semi-final match was not as difficult. The final match today should give Jack the "champion" title for another year. It is not a sudden Martens, Jack's Pennsylvania opponent, decides that he wants it.

Technology's hockey team failed (again) to have the necessary something that is needed to score points, which incidentally, is needed in win games. The remarkable part of the whole Northeastern game was the fact that the play was continually around the Husky goal, but the puck never entered the goal guarded so diligently by Northeasterner Jimmy Dayton.

In the last two Husky players were off on penalties, and the whole Institute team swarmed the Northeastern goal, but kept guarding against any scores.

Courtice Jackson was employed by both defenses, neither team was able to make frequent or accurate shots. Whiston did a fine job of checking shots got through Peterson and Hayes. Outstanding also was Pete's facility for getting puck in the penalty box after board-checking Husky players. Amazing was the play of three Beavers with the puck to prevent a Northeasterner score. They did.

Tonight the E. R. return hockey game may repeat the thrills of the first game. Offense tomorrow (including the Amsterdam swimming meet, the Yale wrestling meet, and yeasting games in both basketball and hockey.

BEAVER BRAWN

Huskies Overconfident Before Game, Are Surprised By

To Play B. U. Tonight

Technology's hockey team received a penalty just before the second goal was scored, in the middle season, and the Beavers scored the third period with two men.

In all, seventeen penalties were meted out. Jack Summers, Technology's most successful professional player, and coach of the Tech, has not given an animal name to his team. Into the final of the national pro game in New York this afternoon, a door opened in the quarter-final match against Tech, a young pro, but Jack came out of the match with a big finish. The semi-final match was not as difficult. The final match today should give Jack the "champion" title for another year. It is not a sudden Martens, Jack's Pennsylvania opponent, decides that he wants it.

Technology's hockey team failed (again) to have the necessary something that is needed to score points, which incidentally, is needed in win games. The remarkable part of the whole Northeastern game was the fact that the play was continually around the Husky goal, but the puck never entered the goal guarded so diligently by Northeasterner Jimmy Dayton. In the last two Husky players were off on penalties, and the whole Institute team swarmed the Northeastern goal, but kept guarding against any scores.

Courtice Jackson was employed by both defenses, neither team was able to make frequent or accurate shots. Whiston did a fine job of checking shots got through Peterson and Hayes. Outstanding also was Pete's facility for getting puck in the penalty box after board-checking Husky players. Amazing was the play of three Beavers with the puck to prevent a Northeasterner score. They did.

Tonight the E. R. return hockey game may repeat the thrills of the first game. Offense tomorrow (including the Amsterdam swimming meet, the Yale wrestling meet, and yeasting games in both basketball and hockey.
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